and dissociation (→p +p + He + ) reactions on the ground-state adiabatic potential energy surface are carried out for various high orbital states ofpHe by using a classical trajectory Monte Carlo method. The reaction cross sections and the state distributions of antiprotonic hydrogen atoms (protonium)pp produced in the exchange reaction are presented. If the orbital shape ofpHe + is near circular, the exchange reaction becomes inactive at low energies because the repulsive part of the interaction plays a critical role. In the p +pp system, however, the low-energyp exchange reaction remains active for any type of the initialpp orbital motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the study of molecular properties and molecular collision processes, a conventional and powerful tool is an adiabatic approach know as the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. The idea of this approximation is based on the fact that nuclei are much heavier than electrons. Antiprotonsp also belong to the heavy particle group. However, the negative charge of p can be a disadvantage in applying the BO approximation to the system composed of atoms and antiprotons. For the antiprotonic systemp + H, electronic bound states are missing at relative distances smaller than the so-called Fermi-Teller critical value (R FT = 0.639 a.u.) [1, 2] , and hence the BO approximation is not useful for the description of the collision processes even at very low energies. If the H atom is replaced with a He + ion (i.e.,p + He + ), since there is no critical distance like R FT , one may expect that the BO approximation is appropriate. However, thep + He + collisions were found to be very rich in prominent Feshbach resonances which are associated with electronic excited states and can also decay promptly into electronic continuum states →pHe 2+ + e [3] : this fact indicates that the BO approach is not a good approximation. The applicability of the BO approximation to the collision problem was suggested in thep + H + 2 system [4] . Whether the target is an atomic or molecular ion is of fundamental difference. When the antiproton approaches one of the constituent protons of H + 2 , the electron can attach to the remaining proton. This is not the case for atomic ions: the electron has no such (adiabatic) escape route.
Recently, the present author investigated thep + H + 2 collisions leading to thep exchange (→pp + H) and dissociation (→p + p + H) reactions [5] . The bound systempp is called antiprotonic hydrogen or protonium. The ground-state BO potential energy surface (PES) was calculated for various configurations in an ab initio manner, and the reaction processes on this PES were investigated in detail [5] . This procedure is exactly the same as established in a study of chemical reaction [6] . Later on, Cohen [7] applied a fermion molecular dynamics (FMD) method to the same system and obtained a good agreement with the BO approach. In the FMD method, the dynamical motion of the electron can be treated but classically (some quantum effects are assumed to be representable by the addition of pseudopotentials). The agreement between the BO and FMD methods suggests that the BO approximation is actually applicable to thep + H + 2 system, although the classical treatment of the electron in the FMD method may be problematic. The BO approach has also been applied to collisions of negative muons μ − with H + 2 [8] . However, the agreement between the two methods is unsatisfactory for μ − + H + 2 [7] . One reason for this may be that the muon is only ∼200 times heavier than the electron. In a recent experimental study using a Penning trap apparatus by the ATHENA group [9] , the evidence of thep + H + 2 collisions leading to thepp formation was reported. It has become practically meaningful to verify that the process p + H + 2 →pp + H can be classified as a chemical reaction in the sense mentioned above. In any case, the study of antiproton chemistry is quite primitive.
In the capture ofp by He, high orbital states of antiprotonic helium atomspHe + are produced [10] [11] [12] . Actually, such states are embedded in electron continua and hence unstable due to an Auger process (pHe + →pHe 2+ + e). In this case, thepHe + atom has a 1s-state electron and should be distinguished from the resonance complexes inp + He + collisions. A few percent of the producedpHe + have very long lifetimes and could be detected as (quasi) bound states in measurements [10] [11] [12] . It was found that the Auger transition is suppressed ifp goes into a circular or near-circular orbit around He + [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This is considered to be the reason for the existence of the measurable long-livedpHe + atoms. Furthermore, the molecular treatment in the BO approximation was found to be useful for the long-livedpHe + [15] [16] [17] [18, 19] . Since the Auger transition ofpHe + is strongly suppressed unexceptionally for any type of orbital motion if L > 40 [18, 19] , thep capture by metastable He is an efficient formation process of long-livedpHe + . Accordingly, one can expect that atomic and molecular collisions withpHe + are also sufficiently measurable processes in experiments. Such interesting studies were made by Yamazaki and his collaborators [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] : the quenching cross sections of longlivedpHe + in collisions with H 2 were measured. It is pointed out that the chemical reaction H 2 +pHe + → H + He +p H plays a decisive role in this quenching process. A further important finding is that the ground-state PES in the BO approximation is useful for understanding these experimental results [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
As another realistic candidate of antiprotonic processes which can be regarded as a chemical reaction, the present paper considers p +pHe + collisions. As in the case ofp + H + 2 , the two reaction channels p +pHe + →pp + He + (p exchange) and →p +p + He + (dissociation) can take place on the ground-state PES obtained in the BO approximation, and no noticeable avoided crossing with excited electronic states exists on this PES. Thep exchange reaction is also a way of producingpp. In this study, the PES of the p +pHe + system was calculated in an ab initio manner with satisfactory accuracy for the reaction calculations. Then, the exchange and dissociation reactions for various initial states ofpHe + were calculated by using a classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method. The reaction cross sections and the state distributions of the productspp in the exchange reaction are reported. For comparison, thep exchange reaction in the p +pp system was also calculated.
II. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE
In the BO approximation, the Hamiltonian of the p +pHe + system is
where s is the position vector of e from He 2+ and R p (Rp) is that of p (p), as given in Fig. 1 . Here and in the following, a.u. is used unless otherwise stated. The BO state can be defined by the following Schrödinger equation:
where the BO electron energy E BO (R p ,Rp,γ ) is a function of R p and Rp and the angle γ between R p and Rp. In the limit of R p → ∞ and Rp → ∞, the BO energy E BO (R p ,Rp,γ ) is equal to E He + , the ground-state energy of He + . The PES of the p +pHe + system can be written as For large R p , the PES is expressed in the following asymptotic form
where D(Rp) is the dipole moment ofpHe + . The BO potential can support bound channels only forpHe + andpp, but not for HeH 2+ [28] . In the previousp + H 2 + study [4] , the BO states were calculated by using spheroidal coordinates appropriate for two-center Coulomb nature of the homonuclear molecule H 2 + . In the present case, however the electron is always localized around He 2+ , and hence one can employ a onecenter treatment, in which the origin is located at He 2+ . Equation (2) was solved by means of a grid-representation method [4] , in which zero points of orthogonal polynomials were chosen as the grid points. The grid was constructed in polar coordinates with the z axis chosen along R p : 150 points of Laguerre polynomials for the radial distance s restricted to the range s 15 a.u., 14 points of Legendre polynomials for the polar angle, and 5 points of Chebyshev polynomials for the azimuthal angle. The last choice corresponds to the inclusion of σ , π , and δ magnetic angular momenta of the electron. For the numerical check, the present BO energies ofpHe + , E BO (R p =∞,Rp,γ ), are compared in Table I with accurate values calculated by Shimamura [17] . For finite R p , errors of the BO energies are expected to be in the same range. Equation (2) was calculated at 49 × 49 points in the range 0 R p ,Rp 10 for each angle of γ = 0
• , 30
• , 150
• , and 180
• . As in Ref. [4] , quadratic polynomial interpolation of E BO was made with respect to log R p , log Rp, and γ . For R p > 10 a.u., the PES was extrapolated from the value at R p = 10 a.u. by using the R p dependence of Eq. (4). For R p > 10 a.u. and Rp > 10 a.u., the extrapolation was made by using the asymptotic form
For the collinear (γ = 0) configuration of the p +pHe + system, contour plots of the PES are shown in Fig. 2 . An infinite wall (Coulomb repulsion) rises abruptly toward R p = 0. The dissociation limit corresponds to the He + energy E He + . The two arrangement channels p +pHe + andpp + He + are associated with the two infinitely deep valleys (Rp 0 and Rp R p ). The PES feature is somewhat similar to that in the ordinary molecular system except for these attractive Coulomb singularities. Figure 3 shows the contour plots of the PES in Jacobi coordinates (R,r) associated with the p +pHe + arrangement. Here, thepHe + atom is assumed to be a rigid rotor with r = Rp = 0.705 a.u. In this case, V V (R p = ∞) indicates the region of repulsive interaction in p +pHe + , and V < V (R p = ∞) indicates the attractive region. The PES reveals a quite asymmetric orientation dependence, namely, an infinitely high barrier (due to Coulomb repulsion) around He + and an infinitely deep well (due to Coulomb attraction) aroundp. The PES is always strongly repulsive for 90
• and is mostly attractive for θ ∼ 0
• . As the distance R decreases, the repulsive region prevails over the attractive region. It is evident that the collinear (θ ∼ 0 • ) configuration is strongly preferred by the exchange reaction. The present system has a similarity to the ion and polar-molecule system. However, an essential difference from normal polar molecules is that the antiprotonic atompHe + is considered to be a pure dipole composed of completely separated opposite charges. The dipole nature still remains even at small R in the present system. (Thepp atom is exactly a dipole.)
III. PROPERTIES OF ANTIPROTONIC ATOMS
For thepp atom, which is purely the hydrogenic system, the bound state is identified by the principal (n) and angular momentum (l) quantum numbers. For thepHe + atom with an angular momentum quantum number L, the bound state can be recognized as the vibrational motion (with the quantum number v = 0,1, . . .) supported by the BO potential [17] . Since the Coulomb attraction plays a dominant role in the orbital motion, one may introduce the principal quantum number N defined by N = v + L + 1. Although the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers are limited to be finite for normal molecules, they can become infinite forpHe + . In Fig. 4 , the orbital energies E n ofpp and E NL ofpHe + are plotted as a function of the principal quantum number. Thepp energies E n are degenerate with respect to l ( n − 1). For the three-body systempHe + , such hydrogenic degeneracy is resolved. ThepHe + level structure is investigated in detail by Shimamura [17] .
Although the interaction betweenp and He + is not a pure Coulomb form, the nature of thepHe + orbital motion may be classified by the eccentricity [29] . The motion having nonsmall κ is an extended elliptic orbit, and the one having N = L + 1 (i.e., v = 0) is usually called a circular state. Table II summarizes the energy E NL , the mean radius Rp , the inner turning point (perihelion) R − p , the outer turning point (aphelion) R + p , and the eccentricity κ for the states ofpHe + discussed in this study. ThepHe + atoms with the two lowest circular states in Table II have lifetimes against the Auger transition, τ = 1.6 μs for (N,L) = (32,31) and τ = 2.7 s for (N,L) = (36,35) [14] , which are long enough to justify the neglect of the Auger decay during collisions. ThepHe + atoms with L 40 and any N (>L) are practically stable [18, 19] . The most vibrationally excited state shown in Table II is (N,L) = (70,40) and has v = 29 and κ = 0.816. The quantum number n c in Table II, given by setting E n c = E NL , indicates thepp product state satisfying the condition of the energy matching in the exchange reaction. The rotational periods of thepHe + circular states are, for example, ∼40 a.u. for (N,L) = (32,31) and ∼1000 a.u. for (N,L) = (61,60), which are much shorter than those of normal molecules. ThepHe + atoms are high-speed rotors as compared with the normal molecules. Figure 5 shows the energy difference E BO between the ground and first-excited BO states in the p +pHe + system. If the difference E BO becomes small, one cannot neglect the nonadiabatic effect (i.e., electronic excitation) even at low collision energies. It is seen that the energy difference E BO increases mostly with decreasing R p and is larger for larger Rp. For a special case of Rp = 0, the system is identical to H 2 + , and the 1sσ g and 2pσ u states become degenerate as R p → ∞. Therefore, the nonadiabatic effect may be important if the configurations with very small Rp contribute to the collisions. In the present case, however thepHe + atoms are in very high L states, and hence the distance Rp cannot be small. From Table II , one can see Rp 0.3 a.u., which means E BO 0.2 a.u. (Fig. 5) . Thus, the direct electronic excitation would be negligible in the present system if the collision energy is much less than 1 keV.
Other than the Auger transition and direct electronic excitation, the present system has the following nonadiabatic reaction channel which is open even at low collision energies:
where N + is the principal quantum number ofpHe 2+ . This reaction is a charge transfer process. If N is very small (i.e., Rp 1 a.u.),pHe + is similar to the H atom. In this case, near-resonant charge transfer (1sσ g and 2pσ u coupling) can take place. Since actually the energy matching in Eq. (6) can be achieved by N + N only in the case of N < 30, the nearresonant charge transfer would be important for N 30. If N > 30, the energy matching condition yields N + much lower than N (e.g., N + 37 for N = 41, N + 40 for N = 51, N + 42 for N = 61, and N + = 44 for N = ∞). The large difference N − N + suggests the inefficiency of the charge transfer process. Furthermore, the repulsion between p and pHe + is significant for the He + side ofpHe + (cf., Fig. 3 ) unless Rp is small, and the charge transfer p + He
has a very high threshold energy. As N increases, the charge transfer process becomes negligible. In the present study, all the nonadiabatic processes are neglected.
IV. REACTION CALCULATION
The dynamical calculations were performed for the p + pHe + collisions on the present adiabatic PES using the Jacobi coordinates (R,r); and the exchange and dissociation reaction processes,
were investigated for various initial states (N,L) ofpHe + . Since highly excited states are involved in both the reactant and product channels, an accurate quantum mechanical treatment is quite difficult for these processes. Thus, the CTMC method was adopted in the present study. Because of the negative charge ofp, Eq. (7) bears similarities to charge transfer and ionization in ion collisions with Rydberg atoms. In the case of the Rydberg atom targets, the CTMC calculations have been carried out by several workers and compared with experimental results [30] [31] [32] . These studies indicate that the CTMC method is useful at least for the qualitative understanding of the collision processes. It should be mentioned that the heavy mass ofp further encourages the use of the CTMC method for the present reaction processes.
Most of the details of the trajectory calculations are the same as described previously [5] . The vibrational and rotational action variables were restricted to have the correct quantized values at the start of the collision. The initial relative distance R between p andpHe + was chosen as >30R + p . The center-ofmass collision energy E was considered to be E = 1 ∼ 50 eV. Other initial collision parameters were Monte Carlo selected as appropriate. For the initialpHe + states discussed in this study, the exchange channels are always open at all the collision energies, and the dissociation channel is closed unless E |E NL |. Figure 6 illustrates trajectory examples of excitation (nonreactive), dissociation, and exchange collisions for (N,L) = (41,40) at E = 50 eV. For these three trajectories, the same values were chosen as the initial dynamical variables except that the initial vibrational action angles were only slightly different from each other. As a result, all the trajectories are very similar until just before the closest approach of p tō pHe + . However, they become quite different finally after the collision. Such sensitive dependence of the initial conditions is due to the strong Coulomb attraction working between p andp. These examples also indicate that the exchange and dissociation channels are in competition if the dissociation channel is open. Furthermore, an interesting thing is that the reaction can occur even when p is far frompHe + ; namely, the interaction range of the reaction is larger than the mean radius Rp . Figure 7 shows the dependence of the exchange and dissociation probabilities on the impact parameter b for (N,L) = (41,40) at several collision energies. In the CTMC calculation corresponding to a fixed impact parameter, 1000 trajectories were run. It turns out that the contribution to the reaction cross section comes from the impact parameters up ) and E = 50 eV. The initial collision plane is set to be identical to the rotation plane of pHe + . The impact parameter is 1.5 a.u. ThepHe + orbits are drawn from the start of the collision. The initial condition is the same for the three trajectories except that the initial vibrational action angle is larger by 0.02π for the dissociation trajectory and by 0.05π for the exchange trajectory than that for the excitation trajectory.
to b max 2.5 a.u., which is four times larger than the mean radius Rp and three times larger than the outer turning point [5] , the sum of the exchange and dissociation probabilities is always less than 0.5. This reflects the fact that the Coulomb repulsion works between p and He + in the present system. In the CTMC calculation of the exchange (σ ex ) and dissociation (σ dis ) cross sections, the impact parameter b was also randomly varied in the range 0 b b max = 4 Rp ∼ 5 Rp , and 10 000 trajectories were run. By specifying the final state n or l of the productspp as was done previously [5] , one can calculate the partial exchange cross sections σ ex (n) or σ ex (l). Then, the mean quantum numbers ofpp produced in the exchange reaction may be defined by n = n nσ ex (n)/σ ex and l = l lσ ex (l)/σ ex .
V. REACTION CROSS SECTIONS
First, the calculation of the exchange cross section σ ex was carried out for thepHe + atoms in the circular states (N,L) = (32,31),(36,35), and (41,40) which were associated with the existing experimental studies [10] [11] [12] . The results are shown in Fig. 8(a) in the range of collision energies E = 1-50 eV. It is found that the exchange cross section becomes very small and vanishes at low energies E 2 eV, and it takes the maximum at an energy far above 10 eV. As expected, the cross section becomes larger with increasing N . Since the dissociation reaction is less significant at these energies, the dissociation cross section is not shown in this figure.
Figures 8(b) and 8(c) show the reaction cross sections for the same L (= 40 and 50) and different N . Since the dissociation reaction becomes important at E 50 eV for N 40, the dissociation cross sections σ dis are also plotted. The dissociation cross section increases with energies from the threshold |E NL | and becomes noticeable at energies higher than E = E 0 providing the local maximum peak of the exchange cross section. The dissociation is the dominant reaction channel at high energies E E 0 . It is understood also from these energy dependencies that a competitive relationship exists between the exchange and dissociation channels. For the same L, the exchange cross section is larger for higher N at low energies, but rather an opposite tendency is observed at high energies. The latter fact is considered to be due to the increased significance of the dissociation channel at the high energies.
The reaction cross sections for the same N = 70 and different L are plotted in Fig. 8 ,60) states. This is considered to be the same reason for the fact that thepHe + orbital energies E NL and also the mean radius Rp are strongly dependent on N but not so on L (cf., Fig. 4 and Table II) . Thus, it is expected that also the reaction processes are characterized by E NL or Rp . Figure 9 shows the exchange and dissociation cross sections for all the states presented in Table II at a fixed collision energy (E = 10, 30, and 50 eV), plotted against E NL . On the whole, the reaction cross sections for each E may be regarded as a smooth function of E NL . Although the exchange cross section is decreasing at high E NL for E = 30 and 50 eV, the total reaction cross section given by the sum σ tot = σ ex + σ dis seems to be a monotonically increasing function of E NL for all the collision energies. Thus, one can conclude that a high orbital energy promotes the total combined reactivity of the exchange and dissociation channels.
It is naturally expected that the reaction cross section correlates closely with the geometrical size ofpHe + . For some states, the exchange cross section has a local maximum peak in the present energy range (Fig. 8) . In Fig. 10 
VI. LOW-ENERGY BEHAVIOR
An interesting finding in Fig. 8 is that the exchange cross sections for the circular states become zero at low energies E 2 eV despite the fact that a lot of product channels are and (70,40) which have large eccentricities κ > 0.5, the exchange cross section increases with decreasing E. For the other noncircular states, the exchange cross section remains nonvanishing at E = 1 eV, but has a tendency to decrease with decreasing E at very low energies. For gaining a better understanding of the low-energy behavior of the cross section, Fig. 11 shows some illustrative examples of trajectories for the circular (N,L) = (51,50) and noncircular (50,40) states. It can be seen for (N,L) = (51,50) that the incident p is reflected at a relative distance R much larger than the size ofpHe + at E = 1 eV. Furthermore, the He + side ofpHe + points in the direction of p (i.e., θ ∼ 180
• ) when p arrives at the reflection (turning) point. (The same feature is commonly observed also in other low-energy trajectories for the circular states.) This indicates that the repulsive part of the interaction can work effectively for the reflection of p and keeps p at a distance from pHe + . If the collision energy is sufficiently high (the middle panel of Fig. 11) , p can make a close approach topHe + , which results in the exchange reaction. For (N,L) = (50,40), however the effect of the repulsion seems to be apparently less significant, and the exchange reaction can take place at low energies (the lowermost panel of Fig. 11 ).
In Fig. 3 , the PES is shown for Rp = 0.705 a.u., which corresponds to Rp ofpHe + in the circular state (N,L) = (41,40). It is seen that, for example, the repulsive barrier with a height 1 eV exists at R 3.5 a.u. if θ ∼ 180
• and 012703-7
at R 1.5 a.u. if θ ∼ 90
• . Therefore, if the collisions for (N,L) = (41,40) and E = 1 eV occur in the perpendicular (θ ∼ 90
• ) configuration, the incident p is always reflected by the repulsive barrier at R ∼ 1.5 a.u., which is outside the main interaction region of the exchange reaction (Fig. 7) . Next, let us assume that the collisions occur in the coplanar configuration. The time for the passage of p across the critical region R 3.5 a.u. is ∼ 500 a.u., while the rotational period ofpHe + with (N,L) = (41,40) is ∼ 120 a.u. Therefore, the He + side ofpHe + points in the direction of the incident p several times during the passage across the critical region, and p can be surely reflected by the repulsive part (θ ∼ 180
• ) of the interaction before the close encounter. Thus, the repulsive part can play a decisive role in the low-energy collisions. This happens because thepHe + atom is a high-speed rotor. If the rotation were slow as in the case of normal molecules, the situation might be quite different: The rotation would be easily hindered or become a libration with decreasing R, and the attractive part could play a more decisive role than the repulsive part. The interaction between p andpHe
• is roughy estimated by ,50), this gives the barrier height >1 eV at R 5.5 a.u., and the time for the passage across the critical region is ∼790 a.u., compared with the rotational period which is ∼420 a.u., which is roughly proportional to Rp 3/2 (the third of Kepler's laws [29] ). Thus, increasing N decreases the rotation number during the passage across the critical region in which the barrier height is higher than a certain value, and hence the effect of the repulsion remains insignificant until the collision energy becomes lower.
If the difference N − L (or the eccentricity κ) is large, the orbital motion ofpHe + forms a long ellipse though its major axis rotates, as seen in Fig. 11 . If the aphelion side of the ellipse happens to be directed toward p, the effective strength of the repulsion would be considerably reduced as compared to the case of the circular orbit. (In the case of the opposite orientation, the significance of the repulsion would increase effectively.) For large N − L, thus some of the incident p can find an access route topHe + , and the exchange cross section remains finite at very low energies. The type of thē pHe + motion, a circular or elliptic orbit, is an important factor having an influence on the low-energy exchange reaction. In the limit as E → 0, if not all the incident p were reflected by the repulsive part of the interaction at large distances, the exchange cross section would diverge as E −1/2 , which is typical of the ion-molecule system. Probably, the exchange cross section for noncircular states having κ ∼ 1 diverges at E → 0. ForpHe + , the orbital energies of the same N states are not degenerate with respect to L. This is considered to play an important role in maintaining thepHe + orbital shape during the collision. If the target ispp(n,l), then the angular momentum l is easily varied within the degeneracy (l n − 1) even at large p +pp separations (as exemplified by the presence of the linear Stark effect), and hence the orbital shape can be no longer maintained in the important interaction region. Therefore, one can expect that the selectivity behavior of the exchange reaction for the orbital type is missing for the p +pp collisions. In the present study, the CTMC calculation of thep exchange cross section was carried out also for p +pp(n,l) initially in the circular states (n,l) = (21,20), (31, 30) , and (41,40), and the results are shown in Fig. 12 . The two protons were treated as distinguished particles. It can be actually seen that the cross section increases at very low energies. It should be remembered furthermore that the strong l mixing induced by external charged particles is also the cause for the increased instability ofpp due to annihilation [33] [34] [35] .
Yamazaki et al. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] investigated the quenching processes ofpHe + by H 2 collisions at temperatures T = 15-300 K. They found that the quenching cross section rapidly decreases for (N,L) = (37,34) and (38,37) and not so for (N,L) = (39,35) at low temperatures. The low-temperature behavior for (N,L) = (37,34) and (38,37) was explained in terms of an activation barrier and a quantum tunneling effect. Sauge and Valiron [25, 26] calculated the ground-state PES in the BO approximation and showed the possibility of the existence of an activation barrier in H 2 +pHe + and also in He +pHe + . However, the activation barrier is not directly clarified simply by viewing the PES, as also in the present case (cf., Fig. 3 ). To deduce the effective activation energy, Sauge and Valiron [25, 26] averaged out the interaction over the orientation ofpHe + assuming its free rotation. This treatment can be justified because the collision time is much longer than the rotational period ofpHe + . In the present case, such rotational averaging is meaningless since the collision time is at most only several times longer than the rotational period for E 1 eV and L 30. In addition, no activation barrier could be found at R Rp actually in the effective potential obtained by a simple orientation averaging for the circular states. In this study, no simplified model was able to be introduced for verifying the presence of the effective activation barrier. Probably, it is absolutely necessary to accurately take account of all the rotational, vibrational, and translational motions for understanding thep + He + collision dynamics at E ∼ 1 eV.
VII. PRODUCT-STATE DISTRIBUTION
For investigating the state distribution of the products pp(n,l) in the exchange reaction, the partial cross sections σ (n) and σ (l) were calculated for various initial states (N,L). Figure 13(a) shows the distributions at the collision energy E E 0 for the three circular states (N,L) = (41,40), (51,50), and (61,60). As N increases, the peak of the distribution moves toward higher n or l. The distributions for (N,L) = (41,40) at other energies are shown in Fig. 13(b) , and it can be seen that the position of the peak does not change so much with the collision energies. The n and l distributions for the same L(=40) and different N are shown in Fig. 13(c) . As in Fig. 13(a) , the peak moves toward higher n or l with increasing N . The distributions for the same N (=61) and different L are shown in Fig. 13(d) . In this case, the peak positions and also the distribution shapes are not so much different from each other. As in the case of the total exchange cross section σ exc , the orbital energy E NL is an important parameter characterizing also the product-state distributions.
For the circular states ofpHe + , the peak position of the distribution σ (n) is close to that of σ (l). This is because near-circular states ofpp are abundantly produced from the circular states ofpHe + . As N − L increases, however the difference between the peak positions of σ (n) and σ (l) becomes large. Thus, it turns out that the circular states of pp are most efficiently produced from the circular states ofpHe + . The distributions can be classified into two types having a sharp cutoff tail [e.g., E = 5 eV in Fig. 13(b) ] and a loosely decreasing tail [e.g., E = 50 eV in Fig. 13(b) ]. This can be understood from energetics, which gives the allowed values of n as
where mp p is the reduced mass ofpp. For (N,L) = (41,40), the collision energy E = 5 eV is below |E NL | = 16.347 eV (Table II) and gives n max = 34, while E = 50 eV gives n max = ∞. It is observed that nopp formation takes place for n lower than a certain value n min . This means that the final kinetic energy ofpp + He + has an upper limit. From Fig. 13 , the lower limit n min is only slightly dependent on E. For all the cases considered in this study, it can be empirically shown that E n > 3E NL or < E + 2|E NL |.
The mean values of the final quantum numbers n and l are also plotted in Fig. 8 . (It should be mentioned that the statistics might be insufficient if the exchange cross section is very small.) The mean value n is very close to the peak position of σ (n) shown in Fig. 13 except for (N,L) = (41,40) and (61,60). The mean value l is mostly much lower than the peak position of σ (l) shown in Fig. 13 . In most cases, n and l are not so strongly dependent on E, and n is found to be roughly close to n c given in Table II ; namely, the mean value of the final n may be estimated from the condition of energy matching (i.e., E). The CTMC study ofp + H + 2 collisions [5] shows however that the mean final quantum number n is much lower than the one expected from the energy matching condition: This is because the Coulomb attraction works even at very large distances betweenp and H + 2 . In p +pHe + , the difference n − l is not large for the circular states with N 40; e.g., n − l = 4 ∼ 6 for (N,L) = (32,31), and n − l = 7 ∼ 10 for (N,L) = (41,40) at all the energies. For the circular states with N 50, however the difference n − l becomes significant especially at high energies where σ dis > σ ex .
VIII. SUMMARY
The PES based on the BO approximation for three-body p +pHe + collisions was calculated in an ab initio manner. Using this PES, the CTMC calculations were carried out for thep exchange and dissociation reactions. The reaction cross sections and the product-state distributions in the exchange reaction were investigated for 15 highly excited initial orbital states ofpHe + . The dependencies of the reactivity on the collision energy and on the initial state were discussed.
The orbital energy or the size ofpHe + is an important parameter characterizing both the exchange and dissociation reactions. The total reactivity is always promoted by high orbital motion. In the exchange reaction, the mean principal quantum number of the productspp is roughly estimated from the energy matching condition. Thepp atoms in near-circular states can be efficiently produced from the circular states of pHe + . The exchange cross section vanishes at low collision energies in the case that thepHe + atoms are in circular or near-circular states. One can expect that thepHe + atoms in circular states are exceptionally stable against not only Auger but also collisional processes. The selectivity behavior of the exchange reaction for the orbital type of the initial target state is absent in the p +pp system owing to the hydrogenic degeneracy of the target.
The collision processes in p +pHe + can be investigated in the same way as the chemical reaction approach. However, since thepHe + atom is a complete dipole and also a high-speed rotor, the reaction dynamics can stand sharp distinction from that in the ordinary molecular system. As well as the studies on p + H + 2 [4, 5, 7, 9] and on H 2 +pHe + [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] 26] , the present study, founded upon the concept of chemical reaction, provides an interesting view of atomic and molecular collision processes involving antiprotons.
